
Dendral and Meta-Dendral - The Myth and the Reality

Abstract

At a time whenresearch in Artificial Intelligence (AI) was concerned with general
mechanismsfor reasoning, the applied Heuristic Dendral project focussed on the need to
represent and manipulate knowledge. Heuristic Dendral provided an empirical demonstration
of an approachto problem solving that uses detailed domain-specific knowledgeto guide a
relatively weak inference system. Further, Dendral showed how complex real-world

knowledge could be represented in termsofdiscrete pattern♥actionrules that are processed
by a rule-interpreter. This focus on knowledge became a modelfor much subsequent work in
applied AI,and leadindirectly to the entire Knowledge-Based Systemsindustry ofthe '80s.

Further work within the Dendral project has shown that search methods can be used as a
basis for programsthat attempt theory formation and learning tasks. Numeroustechnical
problems relating to the computer-compatible repesentation of chemical structure, particularly
stereochemical structure, have also been solved in the course of the Dendral project.
Algorithms have been implemented that can identify all possible structures consistent with
known chemical constraints; systems have been demonstrated for the prediction and

interpretation ofvarious types of chemical spectral data.

Despite its successes, andits importance as a model for applied AI, the Dendral project never
succeeded in its original aim of providing an effective problem solvingtool that could be
utilized routinely by organic chemists, nor did the theory-formation programsever derive
new knowledge. Like so many other AJ programs, Dendral has succeeded more.in the minds

of the believers than in the practice ofthe laboratory.
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7. Lessons from the Dendral Project

The achievements of AI and in particular of Expert Systems are mainly presented threugh

secondary literature ♥ reviews, books, product presentations and so forth. These

presentations are normally designed to popularise some technique,or to encourage the wider

use of particular approaches to problem solving, orto sell a product. They use data on

previous AI systems to provide supporting evidence for their claims. The Dendral project has

figured prominantly in such reports ♥ and, for the most part, is presented in a totally

inappopriate way.

Even in those Dendral/MetaDendral programsthat did utilize rules for spectral interpretation

and prediction, the Al-related code for creating and usingrules represented only part (often

only a small part) of the total system code. Mostof the codeof these systems wasinvolved

in the user interface, in structure and substructure editors, in specialized file system, in

graph-matcher and canonicalization routines, and so forth. It is likely that the rule

creation/interpretation code will only represent a small part of the total code needed for
problem solving in most complex domains. Systems as elaborate as the MetaDendral

programs simply cannotbe built from standard Expert System shells.

The Dendral programs of greatest practical value to chemists are the basic structure

generators Congen and Genoa,and the Stereo module. Even these programsare ofrelatively

limited use ♥ they simply don't address a problem thatarises with sufficient frequency as to

really justify the use of computer aids. The chemical structural problems that do arise

frequently (and that could utilise computeraids) are of the form "Wharis the nature of this

pollutant?☝ ♥ in these problemsa roughclassification of the compound (or mixture) as
polynuclear aromatic, organo-phosporous,chlorinated biphenyletc is required, the data

available to the classification procedure concer theorigin of the sample and the results of a

few quick physico-chemical tests. These problems are insufficiently constrained for use of

structure generators like Congen,and in anycasethere is no interest in the specific structural

form ofthe pollutant.

Complete structure elucidation problems, such as can be handled by Congen, are relatively

infrequent. Mostofthe timeofthe typical individual graduate studentin a natural products

laboratory is spenton the isolation and re-identification of previously known compounds; the

three or four new compounds encountered each year represent the main results of that

individual's work, and the elucidation oftheir structure is the only intellectually stimulating
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partof the entire exercise. The natural products researcheris unlikely to hand overthe only
☜fun" part of the work to a computer program, particularly as in most cases biochemical
constraints on skeletal form are such as to make the structural problem readily soluble with
no need to exhaustively consider hundreds of potential candidates. Further, structure
elucidation ultimately requires proof ♥ proof either through X-ray crystallography or by
means of one of the newer skeleton-tracing: nmr techniques. Identifications based on
Dendral-like procedures of candidate generation and ranking do not constitute proof of
correct Structure elucidation and so do notconstitute complete solutions to a structure
elucidation problem.

Although available for many years through the networked Sumex-Aim facility, Congen was
never widely used (when an attempt was madeto discoverits usage, only about eight
applicationsciting its use could be traced). The Genoa/Stereoprogram was made available
through the company Molecular Design[40], but it represented onlya minor and not very
successful product line addedto the repertoire of an already existing company. Claims of
widespread use of the Dendral programsare simply without foundation. In any case, the
programs Congen, Genoa, and Stereo have essentially no AI content and even if they had
been widely used such usage would notconstitute evidence forthe successful application of
AItechniques. (If Dendralis "one of the most successful AI programsever" then god help
the unsuccessful AI programs.)

Other misrepresentations of Dendral indicate how reports of the actual achievements of
programs require much morecareful phrasing. For example, original reports have compared
the performance of graduate students and of the Heuristic Dendral program atthe task of
identifying a structuresolely from composition and mass spectral data[10], and the correct
results obtained from the structure generation algorithms of StrGen have been compared with
the less successful attempts of post-doctoral studentsassigned similar structure-generation
problems[21]. Howevertheseare notrealistic tasks. A chemist normally interprets spectra in
the context of considerable additional information concerning the origin andisolation of a
compound. Structure generation problems, as actually encountered by chemists, involve
small numbers of distinct multi-atom fragments and involve quite different conceptual
problems from those associated with the generation of structures from large numbers of
identical atoms. The lack of realism of these tasks is not stressed in the original reports ♥
because these reports presume substantial shared background knowledge. Those familiar
with the domain understand that the tasks reported represent only a small part ofthe total
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precessofstructure elucidation, and that the examples chosen have been selected to give an

easily comprehended measure ofthe scope of problemsthat can be tackled by the programs.

However, those who do not share this presumed background knowledgetend to take these

measures of performance quite out of context ♥ and so the Dendral programs cometo be

reported as having greater expertise than post-doctoral scientists.

The MetaDendral systemshad little potential for real application. In principle, the Planner

system could be usedto help identify structures that had some novel pattern of substituents

on a standard skeleton. However, Planner was limited by its requirement that the

fragmentation processes of a skeleton would not be substantially altered by the presence of

the substituents ♥ while this requirement was met in the case of the simply substituted

estrogens, it is not a requirement that would generally be satisfied. In any case, such

structural problems are much more readily solved through the use of other spectral

techniques. The RuleGen/RuleModanalysis of mass spectral data could not generate rules

that would be of significant value in structure elucidation. The spectralestructural

correlations that these programscould identify were for compounds in well defined chemical

classes and so wereirrelevant for general structure elucidation problems. Further because the

selection method picked those processes for which there was general evidence among the

available reference data on example compounds, the rules were usually of low discriminatory

power. These rules could not really be used as the basis of ranking candidates even when

one did geta structure elucidation problem involving compoundsin the class for which the

Tules had been developed.

Claims that "Dendral surpasses all humansatits task and, as a consequence, has caused a

redefinition of the roles of humans and machines in chemical research☝ are made in

ignorance. Such claims attempt to establish a myth ♥ a myth that mayin the short term help to

sell some techniques or advance some careers. Such myths only obscure the real

achievements of the Dendral project.

The Dendral project has real achievements. Manyare esoteric. Dendral led to advances in

combinatorial mathematics,particularly graph labelling techniques[20,21,25]. Lederberg☂s

Vertex Graph method for describing molecular structures, combined with methods for

embedding complex subgraphs within other graphsled first to systems that could help

enumerate isomers and then to practical structure generation systems. Although other

methods are now used to establish unique identifiers for chemical structures{26],

Lederberg's scheme for classifying structures is still of some current research interest.
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Brown, Carhart, and Nourse invented and refined many algorithmsforthe representation of

canonical forms for structures, for subgraph matching, for analysing symmetry, and for

handling stereochemistry. Few of these algorithms have been madeasaccessible to other

researchers as one might have wished; however, thesealgorithms continue to be used and

developed by specialists in companies such as Molecular Design[40].

Possibly, the real achievement of Dendral was to help change the way people thought about

computers and problem solving. The success of Heuristic Dendral, and its stepchild Mycin,

encouraged people to look beyond numerical computation and data processingtasks. Dendral

and Mycin showed how complexreal-world classification and diagnostic problems could be

tackled provided that adequate domain-specific knowledge was given to a program that

incorporated even a relatively simple inference procedure.
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